
Zpagetti-Schultertasche
Instructions No. 469
 Difficulty: Advanced

A self-made Hooked Zpagetti shoulder bag is  a great companion for every occasion and always unique! The Zpagetti Yarn used is 100%
recycled. Therefore the bag does not look only great, it is also manufactured in an especially environmentally friendly way!

To make the crocheted Zpagetti bag

With the help of a crochet hook strength 3.0 the pocket bottom is crocheted
around. A stitch is crocheted into each hole 

In the next step crochet firm stitches in rounds with a crochet hook in
strength 12.0. It is important that each round begins with an air stitch. The
first fixed stitch is worked into the 2nd stitch of the previous round. The
round ends with a warp stitch in the air stitch. For clarification this point can
be marked e.g. with a contrasting thread or a coloured paper clip.

Crochet 5 rounds of fixed stitches, then 3 rounds where only is stitched in the
back stitch link.

Crochet another 5 rounds now normal crochet, 3 rounds with pricking in the
back link, then again 7 rounds normal crochet.

Finish with a round of warp stitches, which are crocheted around the edge.
Cut off the closing thread and sew 

Thread Zpagetti-Yarn through the holes in the second bottom of the bag, then
sew it to the back of the bag as a closing flap. Zpagetti-Yarn is also threaded
through the holes of the bag handles, the decorative wooden rings are fixed
at both ends, the finished handles are sewn to the bag 

For the Bag closure first the upper part of a magnetic closure is fixed in a
small piece Felt and glued under the flap. The lower part of the magnetic
closure is fixed to the bag as a counterpart.

Tie a tassel from Zpagetti-Yarn and imitation leather tape and sew it under
the flap.

Article number Article name Qty
360807 addi Wool crochet hook with handleThickness 3 1
518574 Pocket magnetic closure 1
634281-60 Imitation leather strap, 3mm x 5mBrown 1
111065 VBS Handicraft glue 1
132770 Professional - Scissors "Finny Alpha" 1
650120-12 VBS Craft felt, 20 x 30 cmLight blue 1
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